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James Spence Medallist 1989

Professor David C Morley

The James Spence Medal was presented to
Professor David Morley on 13 April 1989. Professor
June Lloyd, President of the British Paediatric
Association, gave the following citation:

Professor David Morley

David Morley's medical career started convention-
ally enough with an undergraduate education at
Cambridge and St Thomas's Hospital. Even at St
Thomas's, however, his pioneering spirit was evi-
dent when together with some colleagues he navi-
gated the Thames to express his displeasure at
politicians by painting on the river bank below the
Houses of Parliament the slogan 'Boot out Bevan'.
Aneurin Bevan, as you will recall, was the architect
of the NHS and it is tempting to speculate what
David might have been tempted to write had he
made the journey today.

After graduating in 1947 David did his national
service in Malaysia and this was his introduction to
the inequalities of health care to be found in the
developing world. A spell in general practice in
Australia was followed by an appointment in
Newcastle upon Tyne where he participated in the
'1000 families' project and this experience, in the
cradle of paediatrics founded by Sir James Spence,
must surely have formed the basis for much of his
later work. From an industrial city in England he
went to a rural village in Nigeria. In the five years
that he was in Imisi it is no exaggeration to say that
he transformed the approach to the health care of
children in the developing world. He showed that
infant mortality could be cut by over 80 per cent-
not by the introduction of modern medicine and the
building of hospitals, but by education and use of
locally available resources. The value of village
clinics for children aged under 5, and run by local
personnel, was established. He undertook the first
trial of measles vaccine in tropical Africa, he trained
local women to immunise the children, and thanks
to him measles in Imisi was eradicated-something
we have not yet been able to achieve in Britain
today. He developed the road to health growth
chart, the most important aspect of which was that it

was to be held by parents. Again, we today in
England are only just beginning to discuss the intro-
duction of parent held records. David was clearly a
man before his or at least our-time.

Returning from Nigeria he worked first at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
and was then recruited by Otto Wolff, last year's
James Spence medallist, to take over a UNICEF
sponsored course at the Institute of Child Health for
senior teachers in child health from developing
countries. This was where I had the privilege of first
meeting David and for a short while we shared an
office and even a desk together. We also shared
extremely limited secretarial services but whereas I
struggled to get my letters done, David immediately
established a network of ladies in St Albans who
worked for him from their own homes with extreme
efficiency and rapidity.
The UNICEF course, which had important con-

tributions from Newcastle and from Africa, and
which David likened to a travelling university, was
an immediate success and led to the formation of the
Tropical Child Health Unit at the Institute of Child
Health in London, and later to the conferment of
the title of Reader and subsequently Professor on
David by the University.
David has always been a teacher and an innova-

tor. His philosophy can perhaps best be summarised
in a proverb he never tires of telling: 'Give a man a
fish and you feed him for a day, tomorrow he may
be a beggar. Teach a man to fish and you feed him
for life, tomorrow he will be teaching others'. For
David obstacles were there to be overcome.
Teaching aids are expensive: David's solution was to
invent TALC-teaching aids at low cost. These are
incredibly cheap sets of slides with mounts and
written material, which have been despatched in
their hundreds of thousands to all quarters of the
globe from humble homes in St Albans. Innumerate
mothers in rural villages and shanty towns cannot
themselves transcribe the weights of their children
onto charts in order to monitor progress: David's
answer-a simple steel spring attached to the scales
which, when the child is weighed, enables a pointer
to directly print the weight onto the weight chart.
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Such a revolutionary device of course needs valida-
tion: David's solution the recruitment of medical
students who were delighted to spend their elective
period in faraway places testing out his equipment.
These are but a few examples of David's fertile
imagination and ingenuity; there have been many
others, and even though David has now retired if
that word can indeed be applied to him there will I
am sure be many more to come.

David's work has been truly international and
recognised as such. In 1982 the King Faisal Interna-
tional Prize for Medicine was offered in the field of
primary health care. Nominations were invited from
universities, academies, educational institutes, and
research centres from all over the world with the
stipulation that the nominee must have accom-
plished outstanding work for the benefit of
mankind. David was the clear winner and it is
typical of him that he immediately donated all of the
very considerable prize money to his unit for the
continuation of its work. Later another international
prize and gold medal was awarded by UNICEF in
Italy again he donated the prize to his unit. In 1986
the University of Uppsala in Sweden conferred upon
him an Honorary Doctorate, and this year our
Queen made him a Commander of the British
Empire. Today, our Association confers upon him
its highest honour and it is my great pleasure and
privilege to now present you, David Morley, with
the 1989 James Spence Medal.

James Spence Medallists

1960 Professor A A Moncrieff
1961 Professor R A McCance
1963 Sir F Macfarlane Burnet
1964 Professor L S Penrose
1965 Dr Cicely D Williams
1967 Professor R R A Coombs
1968 Dr Mary D Sheridan

Dr D W Winnicott
1969 Dr G S Dawes
1970 Professor D V Hubble
1971 Dr W W Payne
1972 Dr R C MacKeith
1973 Professor C A Clarke
1974 Dr J Bowlby
1976 Dr D M T Gairdner
1977 Professor R S Illingworth
1978 Professor S D M Court
1979 Professor K W Cross
1980 Professor J M Tanner
1981 Dr Elsie M Widdowson
1982 Dr D MacCarthy
1983 Professor J 0 Forfar
1984 Dr J W B Douglas
1985 Dr N S Gordon
1986 Sir Peter Tizard
1987 Professor J L Emery

Dr F J W Miller
1988 Professor 0 H Wolff
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